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Introduction

On September 15, 2014, the Department of Justice announced it would partner with the White House, the Department of Homeland Security, and the National Counterterrorism Center to create a community outreach program designed to “counter violent extremism” in the United States.¹ The pilot program is set to begin in Boston, Los Angeles, and Minneapolis-Saint Paul, with the aim of becoming a “model for the rest of the country.”² If this new initiative is to be successful, however, the FBI must resist the temptation to combine community outreach and intelligence gathering.

Community outreach programs are not new to law enforcement. But past outreach efforts have raised the specter that the FBI’s true purpose is to gather intelligence on American Muslim communities. From New York to Los Angeles, mixed-motive programs have had the effect of undermining critical trust between law enforcement and these communities.

In Minneapolis-Saint Paul, outreach efforts focused on the local Somali community have been touted as a national model.³ But according to documents obtained by the Brennan Center for Justice,⁴ that outreach quietly morphed into a source of intelligence for federal agencies, similar to other controversial efforts in California and New York.⁵

Following reports that young men from the Minneapolis-Saint Paul area traveled to Somalia and joined the terrorist group al-Shabab in 2007, the FBI worked with local police to transform existing outreach efforts into a counter-radicalization operation. Funded by a 2009 grant from the Department of Justice, the initiative proposed to exploit the nascent trust established between the police and the Somali community, which is predominantly Muslim. Local police promised to shift their outreach efforts from addressing community concerns about access to social services to making a list of “radicalized youth” and keeping it on a police database shared with the FBI.⁶ This appears to be part of a larger paradigm shift in community engagement championed by the FBI and
replicated in cities across the country — including Cincinnati, Seattle, San Diego, Washington, and Denver.7

Community outreach can be a valuable tool for law enforcement; it gives marginalized communities an opportunity to bring their concerns to police. But using community outreach as a front for intelligence gathering is a shortsighted strategy likely to erode community trust and prove counterproductive.

The FBI acknowledged this problem in 2010 and issued a new policy on conducting community outreach, also obtained by the Brennan Center.8 It recognized that “members of the public contacted through a community outreach activity generally do not have an expectation that information about them will be maintained in an FBI file or database.” But the rules it established fell short of meaningful reform. They contain significant loopholes, and based on recent incidents in Seattle9 and Minnesota,10 they do not appear to have had much effect. The FBI reportedly revised the policy in 2013,11 a copy of which the Brennan Center has requested.

If the Obama administration is serious about countering violent extremism in the U.S., it should ensure that community outreach efforts are not used for intelligence gathering.

**2004-2006: Community Outreach Done Right**

In June 2004, the St. Paul Police Department (SPPD) began a community outreach program focused on Somali American residents.12 The program was a response to the rapidly growing population of East African immigrants in St. Paul, some of whom “questioned the availability of public safety and public health services to the greater Muslim community” due to language barriers.13 Prior to 2004, “interaction between the Muslim community and the [SPPD] was literally non-existent outside of police officers responding to individual calls for police service.”14

At its inception, the outreach was intended to reduce crime and gang activity; counterterrorism was not a part of the mandate.15 Instead, the SPPD formed the “Ramsey County East African Task Force” to “examine the issues associated with East African immigrants and their access to public services.”16 The Task Force consisted of roughly 250 community members and included representatives of the SPPD, Ramsey County Human Services, the St. Paul-Ramsey County Public Health Department, and the St. Paul Public Schools.17 It issued recommendations aimed at improving communication with the community and secured county funding to begin to address the language barriers hampering access to government services.18

In 2005, the SPPD received a $250,000 state grant from the Minnesota Public Safety Department to further its outreach work through a partnership with the St. Paul Intervention Project and the Minnesota chapter of the Muslim American Society (MAS).19 The purpose of the partnership was to “cultivate and nurture a mutually beneficial relationship built on cultural competency, a shared understanding of the dynamics of domestic abuse within the Muslim community, and each partner's
role in improving public safety and community livability.” Specifically, the SPPD set five goals for the program:

- Increase understanding among the police, the intervention project and diverse Muslim communities.
- Increase involvement of Muslim community members with police and the intervention project to improve public safety and the community environment.
- Increase immigrant understanding of the criminal justice system.
- Increase criminal justice system accountability with the immigrant Muslim communities.
- [I]ncrease the Muslim communities' roles in “affecting positive change” through various ways, including reporting crimes, seeking protection and intervention from police, volunteer community policing and through battered women's advocacy and support services.

The architect of this program was SPPD Assistant Chief of Police Dennis Jensen, who built on lessons learned from the SPPD’s outreach to the African American community in 2000 and 2001. In 2006, six months after forming the partnership with MAS and the St. Paul Intervention Project, Jensen published a master’s thesis at the Naval Postgraduate School that provided detailed descriptions and analysis of the two different outreach efforts. Jensen concluded that the Muslim/Somali program showed initial signs of success and that the partnership with MAS had “allowed development of credible training and afforded previously unavailable access to sensitivity trainers.” Intelligence collection and counter-radicalization were never a part of the plan. In fact, the only reference to terrorism in Jensen’s 100-page history and analysis of the program was the recognition that Muslim communities fear for their safety and “feel a sense of hostility and overt mistrust” each time an act of terrorism occurs in the world.

2007-2009: Al-Shabab, SCOT, and the FBI’s Paradigm Shift

Between 2007 and 2009, news reports indicate that least 22 young men from the Minneapolis-Saint Paul area joined the terrorist group al-Shabab in Somalia. These reports caused significant alarm among federal officials and prompted an FBI investigation in Minneapolis-Saint Paul. Unfortunately, the FBI did not initially inform or acknowledge to the community that it was conducting an investigation, which included special grand jury proceedings in Minneapolis and resulted in subpoenas for some community members. Consequently, the investigation “generated increased suspicion and fear in the Somali community” as well as complaints that law enforcement was targeting “mostly students who are not familiar with or have never been in investigations or interrogations before, and have a kind of phobia with the law enforcement agencies.”

The FBI sought to assuage this growing fear and suspicion by expanding its contacts with the Muslim/Somali community and increasing its outreach initiatives. But a January 2009 memo
obtained by the Brennan Center reveals that such activities were actually designed to exploit the community’s trust in order to collect intelligence and support for the FBI’s counterterrorism and investigative units.\(^{28}\)

The 2009 memo describes a pilot program called the “Specialized Community Outreach Team” (SCOT), which focused on outreach to Somali immigrants in the Twin Cities. Under the umbrella of the Justice Department’s longstanding Community Outreach Program, dedicated to community policing, the Counterterrorism Division and the Office of Public Affairs teamed up to create the SCOT, representing an intentional “paradigm shift” of FBI Community Engagement, according to the memo.\(^{29}\)

The SCOT’s mission was “to strategically expand outreach to the Somali community to address counterterrorism-related issues.”\(^{30}\) And unlike the SPPD’s Muslim/Somali outreach program, the SCOT intentionally commingled community outreach with intelligence gathering and investigative activity. Indeed, according to the memo, one of the primary benefits of the SCOT program was the support it provided to Field Intelligence Groups (FIGs) and “operational programs throughout the Bureau.”\(^{31}\) Information about the Somali community was also sent to the “Behavioral Analysis Unit” in order to “develop a baseline profile of Somali individuals that are vulnerable to being radicalized or participating in extremist activities.”\(^{32}\)

SCOT personnel worked closely with agents in the field who conducted outreach, but make no mistake: the SCOT was based out of FBI Headquarters in Washington, D.C.,\(^{33}\) funded by the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division,\(^{34}\) and staffed by counterterrorism personnel who served as supervisors and intelligence analysts.\(^{35}\) In addition to the Minneapolis field office, the SCOT program expanded to incorporate FBI field offices in Cincinnati, Seattle, San Diego, Washington, D.C., and Denver.\(^{36}\) In short, the SCOT was a centralized intelligence collection and analysis unit that assisted, evaluated, and fed off of community outreach activities conducted by local field office personnel.\(^{37}\) Somali community members appear to have been unaware that intelligence gathering was a driving force behind these outreach activities.

Intelligence analysts assigned to the SCOT were required to “prepare forecasts about the future composition of local communities and initiate written reports such as [Intelligence Information Reports], bulletins and assessments,” all of which were “forwarded to the Collection Manager in the [Field Intelligence Group] at the affected field office.”\(^{38}\) A “Management and Program Analyst” focused on “operational support” and was expected to “direct the [Supervisory Special Agent] to individuals in specific communities who will have access to critical information, as well as other potentially valuable sources.”\(^{39}\) The memo also instructed the Office of Public Affairs to “coordinate with the Directorate of Intelligence (DI) to request a Somali domain assessment … that addresses both the DI intelligence requirements and … community outreach requirements.”\(^{40}\)

According to the FBI, the SCOT model was “a new approach in community relations”\(^{41}\) that could be “incorporated into daily operations at the field office level and applied to a variety of...
2009: AIMCOP

Despite its origins as a popular program to designed combat gang activity and increase access to public services, the SPPD’s Muslim/Somali community outreach program underwent a significant transformation in 2009. In same year that the FBI implemented SCOT, the SPPD received a $670,000 grant from the Department of Justice to bring its outreach program “to a higher level of involvement with the Somali/Muslim community” in order to “prevent further radicalization of our youth by al-Shabaab.” In practice, this entailed “reframing the outreach goals” to focus on counter-radicalization. Crime reduction and “improving the people’s lot in life” became “collateral goals.”

The two-year grant was awarded to St. Paul as part of the American Recovery Act, and the SPPD’s Muslim/Somali outreach efforts became known as the “African Immigrant Muslim Coordinated Outreach Program” (AIMCOP). The project manager was Dennis Jensen, who had retired from the SPPD and begun working as the Homeland Security Director for the Ramsey County Sheriff’s Office. The Muslim American Society and the St. Paul Intervention Project remained involved in the outreach as well, but the SPPD also gained new partners, including the FBI, the U.S. Attorney’s Office (USAO), the Ramsey County Sheriff Office (RCSO), the Somali Community Council (SCC), and the St. Paul YWCA.

AIMCOP was designed to be fundamentally different from the SPPD’s previous outreach efforts. The 2009 grant proposal pays lip service to the old objectives of reducing violent crime and gang activity, but it is clear that the program’s primary concern was “the demonstrated radicalization of 20 youth from [the Minneapolis/St. Paul] area who have left for Somalia to fight for the terrorist organization al Shabaab.” As conceived, AIMCOP had a pronounced intelligence gathering function as well as an “enforcement” component that sought to capitalize on — if not completely exploit — any trust established with the Muslim/Somali community.

“The result is sort of a carrot and stick approach,” according to a profile of Jensen published by the Center for Homeland Defense and Security. The article continues: “While bolstering programs to intervene in young people’s lives to prevent gang affiliation and radicalization, the money will also be spent on developing databases to track at-risk youth who may warrant follow-up contact and investigation by law enforcement. Moreover, those prevent components will be followed by a zero-tolerance crackdown on ‘hot spots’ of criminal activity with a highly visible police presence.” The grant proposal is even more explicit:

The SPPD … in partnership with the FBI and US Attorney’s Office, … will first seek to gain the trust of the Somali immigrants … [by] attending community meetings in the targeted areas and referring you to the [Police Athletic League] and YWCA programs. … During this period, the team will also identify radicalized individuals … who refuse to cooperate with our efforts. … The effort of identifying communities and a variety of circumstances.” And as discussed below, the idea certainly appears to have caught on with the Saint Paul police.
the targets will increase law enforcement’s ability to maintain up-to-date intelligence on these offenders, alert team members to persons who are deserving of additional investigative efforts and will serve as an enhanced intelligence system to alert team members to the fact that they are interacting with an individual who poses a greater risk to personal and public safety.

… This intensive prevention period will last for six months and once completed, the officers will move to the enforcement mode using the information they have gained from the prevention period as well as the automated intelligence and reporting systems already in place. The team will identify “hot spots” for criminal activity. These activities … will involve a show of force, intent, and purpose by means of highly visible and intense enforcement action based on “zero tolerance” for violations of all city, state, and federal laws. … The mentoring components of the project will continue during the enforcement phase(s) of the project.

Of course, the AIMCOP team does not appear to have informed the Muslim/Somali community that failure to participate in the Police Athletic League or YWCA programs could result in being put on a list of radicalized youth. Nor is there evidence that community members were aware of the intelligence component. The St. Paul Police maintain that “the intelligence aspect never came to fruition,” and that they made “a conscious decision” not to follow the plan as originally detailed. But according to an investigative report by *The Intercept*, police did ask the Muslim American Society of Minnesota to keep track of attendees at outreach meetings; MAS simply declined to turn over a list.

The discrepancy between pledge and practice is also apparent in public remarks by officials involved in AIMCOP. In striking contrast to the grant proposal, officials have stressed the importance of building trust among community members who are distrustful of police. For example, Ralph Boelter, the former head of the FBI’s Minneapolis field office, argued that the key to combating extremism is building “solid, sincere relationships with the community.” “We had to be able to show people they could trust me, trust us,” Boelter said of his work with AIMCOP. Similarly, the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the District of Minnesota, led by B. Todd Jones, emphasized the need to “incorporate outreach into traditional organizational strategies in an effort to build trust, ensure peace, and promote public safety.” Assistant United States Attorney W. Anders Folk also stressed the need to “ensure that [members of the Muslim/Somali community] understand the government’s interest in them is not limited to putting their name on an indictment,” adding that “law enforcement will be more effective in its ability to detect and prevent extremist behavior if the Somali community trusts the FBI enough to make contact with the FBI or other law enforcement if the community has concerns.” And St. Paul Police Chief Thomas Smith testified before Congress that as a result of AIMCOP, “Somali American youth that may be tempted by an ideology of radicalization can now look to an expanded network of trust, including police officer mentors to provide support, resources and guidance to steer them in a positive direction.”
At the same time, the program’s director, Dennis Jensen, emphasized that “law enforcement drives the program.”61 (Indeed, portions of the AIMCOP proposal appear to have been lifted from a 2007 SPPD proposal designed to target gang activity and gun violence on the streets of St. Paul.)62 Similarly, W. Anders Folk argued that “the best approach to combat Al-Shabab in the United States is to mix law enforcement and intelligence-gathering with community outreach.”63 And Ralph Boelter, who was promoted to Assistant Director of the FBI’s Counterterrorism Division64 and served at the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC),65 said that “Minneapolis has given us a workable model” that can “help root out terrorism from Minneapolis to Detroit, New York to Los Angeles.”66 In fact, the NCTC played a loose coordinating role between AIMCOP and other outreach programs conducted by the Department of Homeland Security.67

The mixed motives and messaging surrounding the comingling of intelligence efforts raises legitimate concerns about future community outreach efforts. If, as reported, the St. Paul police concluded that AIMCOP was more effective when viewed “as a way to get [community groups] resources and get their trust and partnership”68 (as opposed to a source of intelligence), then it will be imperative to ensure that future programs are not actually used for intelligence purposes. Police should then communicate that message early and often to the public.

**2010: FBI Community Outreach Policy Directive – A Good Step, But Not Enough**

As the Brennan Center has consistently said, mixing community outreach with intelligence gathering can seriously undermine community trust.69 This dynamic was recently on full display in New York City, where revelations that the police spied on Muslim leaders involved in outreach propelled boycotts and protests.70 The FBI appeared to recognize this pitfall when it issued a new policy on community outreach in field offices in December 2010. The Brennan Center obtained a copy of the directive through a Freedom of Information Act request.

The directive states that the “primary purpose of the FBI’s Community Outreach Program (COP) is to enhance public trust and confidence in the FBI in order to enlist the cooperation and support of the public in our common interest to fight terrorism and other criminal activity.”71 The thrust of the policy change is an attempt to “maintain an appropriate separation between outreach activities conducted to build trust and confidence, and those conducted with a specific operational or intelligence purpose.”72 To that end, the directive forbids using community outreach to conduct “Domain Assessments,”73 prohibits COP personnel from reporting to the “Field Intelligence Group (FIG) or to an operational squad or task force,”74 and requires segregation of community outreach files.75

These rules are an improvement, but they also contain provisions indicating that the wall between intelligence and community outreach could easily be breached.76 Also unclear is the scope of the directive. Does it apply to inter-agency activities, like the pilot program recently announced by the Justice Department? Does it apply to local programs like the one in Minneapolis-Saint Paul, which was funded and partially staffed by federal agents?

---
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66  This dynamic was recently on full display in New York City, where revelations that the police spied on Muslim leaders involved in outreach propelled boycotts and protests. The FBI appeared to recognize this pitfall when it issued a new policy on community outreach in field offices in December 2010. The Brennan Center obtained a copy of the directive through a Freedom of Information Act request.
67  The directive states that the “primary purpose of the FBI’s Community Outreach Program (COP) is to enhance public trust and confidence in the FBI in order to enlist the cooperation and support of the public in our common interest to fight terrorism and other criminal activity.” The thrust of the policy change is an attempt to “maintain an appropriate separation between outreach activities conducted to build trust and confidence, and those conducted with a specific operational or intelligence purpose.” To that end, the directive forbids using community outreach to conduct “Domain Assessments,” prohibits COP personnel from reporting to the “Field Intelligence Group (FIG) or to an operational squad or task force,” and requires segregation of community outreach files.
68  These rules are an improvement, but they also contain provisions indicating that the wall between intelligence and community outreach could easily be breached. Also unclear is the scope of the directive. Does it apply to inter-agency activities, like the pilot program recently announced by the Justice Department? Does it apply to local programs like the one in Minneapolis-Saint Paul, which was funded and partially staffed by federal agents?
Finally, the policy directive does not seem to have been effectively communicated to the Bureau’s field offices. At least two documents obtained by the ACLU indicate that FBI agents may have violated the new rules in the early part of 2011 by comingling outreach and intelligence information. And more recent incidents in Minneapolis and Seattle suggest that FBI outreach may still be a “Trojan horse.”

The ACLU obtained a January 2011 document reflecting a community outreach contact with the South Sacramento Islamic Center, which described the age and national origin of the new Imam, and noted that he was “a very charismatic speaker and well-liked by members of the congregation.” The information was disseminated to domain assessment, an intelligence program. Similarly, a March 2011 community outreach contact made through the domain assessment program discussed the political views of the interviewee and noted he gives the noon prayer at a redacted location. In 2012, agents arrived unannounced at the home of a Muslim family in Seattle, Washington, and began asking personal questions and whether they called any members of the Taliban in Afghanistan. When the resident’s daughter asked the agents what prompted the visit, the agents said they were doing community outreach. A similar incident happened in Minneapolis in 2013, when agents appeared at the home of a Muslim civil rights leader after press reports in which she criticized intimidating FBI tactics in a previous case. When questioned as to why they came to the woman’s home, the agents said community outreach.

In 2013, the FBI revised its policy directive, according to The Intercept. It is unclear what changed or why. The document is not public, although the Brennan Center has requested a copy of the 2013 guidance under the Freedom of Information Act. It reportedly “does not restrict coordination with operational divisions” and the FBI “would not say if the ‘Specialized Community Outreach Teams’ (which have ended) would be allowed under the new guidance.”

**Conclusion**

Genuine efforts at community outreach are praiseworthy and have the potential to strengthen our national security. The FBI took a step in the right direction by establishing rules to keep outreach and intelligence separate. But even the best of intentions will not have an impact if the FBI does not follow its own rules or seeks to sidestep them. Perhaps this time will be different. If so, the FBI will need to demonstrate it with more than words on paper.
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